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Conclusion
Lessons learned, along with the tools and workflows developed under this effort, will directly inform future science and exploration missions across a variety of 
mission classes, including surface missions (e.g., Europa and other Icy World Lander, Mars surface missions, and Venus Lander), small body exploration (e.g., 
fast flybys, Centaur rendezvous), and farther out concepts.
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Motivation
Onboard autonomy capabilities such as autonomous resource and fault 
management, planning, scheduling, and execution, onboard detection of 
scientific targets, and data summarization, hold promise to enable and 
enhance missions by augmenting traditional ground-in-the-loop 
operations cycles.  Potential benefits include increased science returns, 
improved spacecraft reliability, and reduced operation costs.  As a 
compelling example, autonomy has already significantly increased the 
capabilities of Mars rover missions, enabling them to perform 
autonomous long-distance navigation and autonomous data collection 
on new science targets.

The impact of such onboard autonomous capabilities on ground 
operations and the challenge of operating such capabilities is rarely 
addressed to a level of detail sufficient for consideration in mission 
concepts. Scientists and engineers must not only understand the 
behavior of the autonomy capabilities, that is communicate intents and 
understand what and why happened, they must trust the overall process. 
Through the use of a Neptune-Triton tour mission case study, we are 
developing new operations tools and workflows, for both uplink and 
downlink teams, to enable a shared understanding of algorithm behavior 
between humans and the autonomous system, in order to achieve 
mission goals for a spacecraft with onboard autonomy.  
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Mission Case Study
Leveraging several prior mission concepts including the Neptune 
Odyssey mission concept [1], Trident Mission concept [2] and Ice Giants 
Study [3], a subset of representative instruments and tour orbits were 
selected. Five classes of science campaigns that could involve varying 
autonomy capabilities were selected: monitoring, mapping, targeted 
observations, event-driven opportunistic observations, opportunistic 
monitoring.  

Using these campaigns, 14 more specific scenarios exercising the 
instrument suite and variability in the perceived state of the environment, 
instruments, and spacecraft were defined.  Examples of variable 
scientific events impacting observation time, power, and data volume 
include detecting plumes on the limb of Triton, magnetospheric 
variability, and storm detection at Neptune.  Scenarios with anomalous 
instrument or spacecraft behavior were also included.  For this exercise, 
we assumed that the trajectory is fixed and can only be adjusted by 
ground operations, although this could be changed in the future.
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Science Campaigns and Scenarios

New Paradigm

Uplink
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S/C State

What: 
• 15 hours of magnetometer meas.
•  >= 5 obs. at sun angle 10, 30, 50 

if plumes detected 

How: 1) sleep for 2 hours, 2) 
wakeup, 3) warm up and turn on 
instrument, 4) turn on camera, 5) slew 
10 degrees, …

What:
• 15 hours of magnetometer meas.
•  >= 5 obs. at sun angle 10, 30, 50 

if plumes detected 

How: 1) sleep for 2 hours, 2) 
wakeup, 3) warm up and turn on 
instrument, 4) turn on camera, 5) 
slew 10 degrees, …
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Current Operations

Uplink

Objective: Develop technology to allowing operators to model plans based on 
intents (goals) to uplink to the spacecraft and to validate plans by understanding the 
range of potential outcomes from execution.

Uplink
ITERATIVE

What

Process of Iterative Plan Design with Intent

Refine

Test

Generate
Intent Modeling

Prediction

Rationale
Advising 

1. Enable construction of plans that capture intent
Develop a modeling technology (leveraging previous JPL work on this area) to 
facilitate the construction of plans with science intent and the iterative design 
process.  

2. Provide operator feedback and instill trust
Develop techniques for outcome/execution prediction, visualization, explanation, as 
well as advisory techniques (e.g., to fix undesirable behavior, add/change this 
constraint), to facilitate the operators learning process while helping them reassure 
that the spacecraft will complete the plan successfully.

Spacecraft
Execution with Autonomy 

Planning 
Define and specify intent

Evaluation 
Assess and explain

Mission operations

Uplink Downlink

Objective: Develop technology to enable operations to 
• understand what onboard decisions were made and why, enabling 

reconstruction of what the spacecraft executed
• predict the state of the spacecraft to inform specification of future science 

and engineering goals.

Onboard Plan Revised

Autonomy

S/C State

HowWhat How

How: 7) skip 
additional plume 
observations 8) 
take additional 
magnetometer 
data…

What: Get >15 hours 
of magnetometer 
measurement &  
5 observations at sun 
angle 10, 30, 45 if 
plumes detected 

Reached image data 
storage limit.

Telemetry

• What is the 
spacecraft state?

• What happened 
onboard?

• Why did the 
autonomy make the 
decisions it did?

1. Explain what executed and why 
Provide an operator-understandable explanation of the decision-making of the autonomy 
system, from post-execution telemetry, such that the operator gets the equivalent explanation 
as from a team of experts analyzing the data and helping the operator.

2. Estimate and project spacecraft state
Predict state range of the spacecraft at the beginning of autonomy plan execution and during 
execution accounting for uncertainty introduced by on-going onboard autonomous execution.
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